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Although this book can be read as a standalone, it would be best enjoyed as a part of the series.

(Adult Content)Demon Chasersâ€¦ Protectors of humanity. Sworn to uphold the peace. Oath bound

to keep the existence of demons a secret.Demon Chaser Gaby has lost her demon. It's left her

vulnerable and afraid. Thankfully, a delectable demon wolf is there to save her. After an all-night

marathon of sizzling hot sex, Phoenix canâ€™t seem to get Gaby out of his mind even though

theyâ€™d agreed the encounter would be a once-only-no-strings deal.Four long months later, he

decides to go after her. Little does he know heâ€™s in for the biggest surprise of his lifeâ€¦one that

will change him foreverâ€¦Seeing Phoenix again is the last thing that Gaby expects. Given the

circumstances and the annoying fact that she canâ€™t get him out of her head, maybe the big wolf

coming back into her life isnâ€™t the worst thing that couldâ€™ve happened. So much has changed.

Will Phoenix be able to handle her once her very bad demon comes back? Especially considering

demon wolves are puppies in comparison to skins... Demon Chaser Series: Book 1 OMEGABook 2
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Like the box set this fourth book is quite enjoyable if not deep and meaningful. The characters are

all fairly similar but the book is well-written and entertaining. Sometimes it is enough just to watch

the mates find each other and close the book.Easy reading!

*I have not read the rest of the books in this series because I received it in the Masters of the Hunt

box set*Although I haven't read the series as a whole I did find this particular one to be interesting

and fun to read. We begin this novella with Gaby who is a breed of demon called a Skin. Skins are

surrounded in mystery because they keep to themselves and withhold their secrets. But, Gaby has

grown up without her familiars and becomes a DCA agent after she discovers who and what she is.

One day Gaby is running an errand and her demon goes dormant for an unknown reason. When

Gaby loses her demon self she is all but helpless when a pack of demon bloods come to take

advantage of her vulnerability. Just as things begin to get hairy a demon wolf, Phoenix, comes in for

the rescue. As this leads to a night of spectacular passion Gaby soon finds out why her demon

abandoned her. Four months later Phoenix wants to reconnect with the seductive woman he

remembers and finds Gaby in a more 'rotund' state. I find it so adorable that Phoenix would be

willing to stick around when he is met with a challenge, while other men would be more likely to run.

I really ate up this book, and I may give the other books a whirl.

Totally awesome...this series seems to get better and better as they go on...the box set was great

so lol...who's next..Jack,cade,devlin,hope there will be more will keep looking....buy them all u will

enjoy...

I have enjoyed this author's writing style. She makes you feel as if you can feel the chemistry

between Gaby and Phoenix. I feel in love with them, they made a perfect match. As with all the

books in this series, the books were quick fun reads but could have easily been expanded if the

author provided more details to Gaby's and Phoenix's past history, including parents and so forth.

Along with character development. Yet, I still enjoyed the book, I just wish I could have more from

this book because I really enjoyed the main characters.

I received a copy of the anthology this was in in exchange for an honest review. This was a sexy,



bloody, vicious story of love, lust, and family. I loved this story. Gaby and Phoenix go through a lot in

a short period of time. Really liked how they came together. Also liked how there were other

characters and none of them took over the story line even for a short period of time.

I love this whole series. I really liked this book because it was a bit different than the others. Really

hot...I really did want to smack Phoenix a couple of times. Gaby didn't want to be an obligation to

fulfill and thats how he was treating her for a good while. It was good she made him wait as long as

she did so he could understand this. He just wouldn't open up to his feelings. Ugh...MEN! LOL.

Great story and very much enjoyed them. Very easy to read and quick. I hope she writes more on

this series.

I love this series! This is book 4 of the Demon Chaser Series and I am officially hooked! Exciting!

Smart! Fast Paced! Original! Witty! So Funny! Well Written! Imaginative! Addictive! Thrilling!

Captivating! Romantic! Sweet! Sensual! Arousing! Hot! Sexy! Steamy! And did I say steamy and

sexy......yeah I did, twice! So dreamy! Sigh......! This book has it all.......makes me gush like a

teenager and I'm 62. Yep, 62! The characters are quirky and fascinating! The story entertains and

enthralls while capturing you in its web of magic and fantasy. A wonderful arousing read! This book

is a stand alone book with NO cliffhangers but do yourself a favor - read them all! They are fantastic!

Sexy male demon wolf-check! Beautiful dangerous female skin demon, demon chaser-check! Love

at first sight-check! Sweet Romance, hot chemistry and steamy sex-check, check and triple check!

Hubba! Hubba!

Loved this book,exciting,suspenseful and so romantic ,each turn of the page was exciting to read

can't wait till next book ,have read all of the series,all were so good ( keep the series going) l look

forward to next book
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